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Boundary Plasma Transport Studies on TFTR

Executive Summary

In this report we summarize the experimental and theoretical investigations sup-

ported under the DOE Transport Initiative Contract (#DE-FG05-90ER54091, contract

period Sept 15 1990 - Sept 14 1991) on the subject of Boundary Plasma Transport
Studies on TFTR.

This work can be logically separated into two areas of investigations and therefore

the report included here is divided into two parts. First, in Section I, detailed boundary

plasma data obtained from TFTR in an Ohmic density scan has been compared with

results from the LIM Impurity Production and Transport Code. Second, in Section II,

experimental results taken with the newly-purchased(specifically for this Initiative)
intensified CCD camera are presented, which, after comparison with simple modelling,

reveals a new and important effect that has implications for limiter and divertor plate

design.

The following summarizes the main points from these studies:

(I) Detailed Comparison of LIM Code Resultswith TFTR Ohmic Discharges

(1) The experimentalresults are consistentwith physicalsputteringby deuteronand
carbon ions being the dominant impurity release mechanism,provided that an

enhancement 11in the normal incidenceyields is allowed for, TI..-2.

(2) At low density the carbon self-sputteringyield q¥c approaches unity and thus the

discharge density is maintained primarily by the carbon influx.

(3) The energy radiated per carbon atom/_,=_is constant with density but higher

than that predicted using the LIM code.

(4) The carbon particle confinement time 'cpdecreases with density as 'cp=< ,, >-',

demonstrating the increased screeningby the plasma boundary as density
increases.
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(5) The central Z,_is controlled to a large degree by the effective sputtering yield at

the limiter Y = ['c/]"o,which in turn is a function of the edge temperature T,(a)

and the sputteringyield enhancement _.

(6) At low density,significant quantities of impurities produced at the limiter can

spread along the magnetic field a sufficient distance that the effective source for
the central plasmais as if it were poloidally uniform. At higher densityl impurity

ion transport is quite localized, with the typical ion trajectory being confined
close to the limiter.

(7) Over most of the density range a significant part of the limiter sink action for

impurities is primarily due to cross-field diffusion directly onto the limiter surface.
This behaviour is significantly different than would occur for a rail limiter, for

example, where the parallel sink action would be dominant.

(8) The TFTR limiter geometry, because it is optimized to reduce surface power
density during high power operation and thus has a surface almost tangent to

the magnetic field, tends to be more effective at contaminating the central

plasma than a rail limiter since sputtered impurities are directed radially inward.

(9) The observation at low density of high particle confinement times _pdespite long

SOL e-foldingdistances at the outside mid-plane can be explained by a spatial
variation of the cross-field diffusion coefficient; small on the high-field side of the

plasma and large on the low-field side and with a radial variation, larger in the
SOL, smaller in the confined plasma.

(ii) Particle and Power Fluxes to Surfaces for a GWancingMagnetic Field

(1) The plasma flow pattern to the limiter is observed to be very different than at first

extJected, lt is clear that the usual assumption that the particle flux is reduced
by the cosine of the angle e between the surface normal and the magnetic field
is incorrect. That is, the flux density on the surface appears to be independent

of field angle for most of the TFTR limiter.

(2) When I_)-el < 3° the parallel-field flux to a surface is reduced to the point

where cross-field flux becomes significant and even dominant.
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(3) These results are in apparent contradiction to recent results from DIII where the
cosine dependence of the power flux is observed. Further work is required to

reconcile this discrepancy.

(4) Because of the importance of the cross-field flux to the limiter surface, the
wetted area of the limiter is between 50% and 100% larger than expected

assuming simple parallel flow and full shadowing by adjacent bays, This implies
that the average limiter power loading is lower than expected during high power

operation.

(5) lt has in the past been assumed in the design of limiters and divertor plates that

the particle and power flux incident on the surface can be reduced to arbitrary
low values by inclining the structure to produce a glancing magnetic field. This

study has shown that there is a lower limit beyond which the particle flux cannot
be reduced further. This regime is coincident with that envisioned for future

reactors, although such effects have not been taken into account in their design.

Publications

Three publications have directly resulted from this research:

(1) C S Pitcher, P C Stangeby, R V Budny, C E Bush, J D Elder, K W Hill, S J Kiipa-
trick, D M Manos, S S Medley, A T Ramsey, J F Schivell and M Ulrickson, "The

Effect g.f.f_D_pn._o__yon Bound&.E.HPlasma Behaxio__rin TFTR", Proceedingsof the

18th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Berlin,
June 1991, 15C III, 145.

(2) C S Pitcher, P C Stangeby, R V Budny, C E Bush, J D Elder, S J Kilpatrick, D M
Manos, S S Medley, A T Ramsey, J F Schivell and M Ulrickson, ".The15_

the Boundary plasma on TFTR Ohmic Discharges", to be published in Nuclear

Fusion (1992).

(3) C S Pitcher, J D Elder, S J Kilpatrick, D M Manos, S S Medley, D K Owens,A T

Ramsey, P C Stangeby and M Ulrickson, "particle and Power Fluxes to SuE

_ces for a Glancing Magnetic Field", Abstract Submitted to 10th International
Conference on Plasma-Surface Interactions in Controlled Fusion Devices,

March 30- April 3, 1992, Monterey,California, USA.
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(I) Detailed Comparison of LIM Code Resumtswith
TFTR Ohmic Discharaes

P C Stangeby,C S Pitcher*andJ D Elder

Universityof Toronto,Canada

* CanadianFusionFuelsTechnologyProject

1 Introduction

In this report we compare detailed experimental results obtainedfrom TFTR in

Ohmic discharges with predictions from the LIM impurity production and transport code.

2 Experimen_,

TFTR hasa majorradiusthat isvaried typicallyin the rangeRo= 2.40mto

Ro= 2.60mand a plasmacross-sectionwhichis essentiallycircularwithcorresponding
minorradiiof a = 0.75 m to a = 0.95 m. The plasmais limitedby a toroidalinner

bumper limitercomposedof discretegraphitetilescoveringan area of ~22._2,Fig.1.
The toroidallimiterhasa periodicstructureinthe toroidaldirectionwhichrepeatsat

eachbay. There are 20 suchbays equi-spacedaroundthe torus,correspondingto the
20 toroidalfieldcoils. The limitershape is suchthat itproducesa m_imum plasma

interactionin the middleof each bay. Becauseof the convolutedshapeof the limiter,

althoughthe nominalgraphitearea is ~22._=,the area of the limiterwhich is indirect
contactwiththe plasma(i.e. "wetted")is ~:tOrn=.

Inthe presentstudy,neitherthe neutralbeaminjectorsnorthe ICRF heatingwas

employed. In additionto the coreprofilediagnosticsonthe tokamak,TFTR has_
numberof edge-specificdiagnostics,includinga reciprocatingLangmuirprobelocated

approximately37 cm above the outsidemidplane,a poloidalarrayof interferencefil-

ter/telescopeswhichmeasurethe poloidalD,,andC II (657.8 nra)distributionsat the
centreof a bay[1] anda CCD cameraplasmaviewingsystemwhichmeasuresboththe

poloidalandtoroidaldistributionsof emissionfromthe lowionizationstates of deuter-

ium, heliumand carbon[2]. These statesare localizedcloseto the pointof the limiter-

plasmainteractionandthus, ingeneral,penetrateno furtherthan 10cm insidethe last
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closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS). As is typical in most discharges in TFTR [3], the

oxygen and metal levels in the plasma are low,except at the highest densities where

oxygen can be important. These discharges, however, followed shortly after a boroniz-

ation procedure which reduces the oxygen level even at highdensity. Also, because of

the low total input power, these discharges did not suffer from carbon blooms [4].

The spectral intensities of the low ionization states can be converted to particle
influxes using theoretical photon efficiencies [5], and the local electron temperature as

measured with the Langmuir probe.

In the sequence of discharges compared with LIM the following were maintained

constant, the major radius (Ro= 2.45m),the minor radius (a = 0.80m),the plasma current

(lp= 1.4MA),the Ohmic power input (Pa= 1MW)and the toroidal magnetic field
(Br = 4T). The discharge conditions were varied by changing the density through deut-

erium gas puffing. The range of (volume-averaged) density extended from a lower limit

of < n, > ~ lx 10tgm-3to a high density disruptive limit of < n, > ~4x1019m-3. Across this

range, the edge plasma conditions n,(a),T,,(a)changed significantly and this is mani-
fested by corresponding changes in the central conditions, as discussed in the next sec-
tion.

$ B_!_ ExperimentalResults to be Compared with LIM

Figure2 givesthe boundaryplasmaconditionsas functionsof the volume-aver-

ageddensity< n, >. These data were taken fromsuccessivedischargeswhichhad

reachedsteadystateconditionslastingseveralseconds. In general,measurementsof

electrondensityn, and electrontgmperatureT, inthe SOL revealradialprofileswhich

are well-approximatedbyexponentialfunctionscharacterizedby e-foldingdistancesfor
densityZ, andtemperatureLr. The valuesof densityand temperature,n,(a) andT,(a),
at the LCFSaretaken directlyfrom the probemeasurementsusingthe abruptdecrease

in floatingpotentialas the probecrossesthe LCFS as a meansof fixingthe positionof
the LCFS [6]. Thispositionagrees withdetailedmagneticcalculationsto within~ 1 cm.

The edge densityn,(a) and temperature T,(a) are anti-correlated: at low volu-

me-average densitythe temperature is high T,(a)~ 60eVand the edge density is low,
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n,(a) ~ 2x !0tsta-3,while at high density the temperature is low T,(a)~25eVand the edge
density is high n,(a)~ 1.3x1019in-3. The edge density follows a roughly linear relationship

with the volume-average density, ,_,(a)~{< n, >.

Throughout most of the density range, the e-folding distance for electron tempera-

ture Lr is significantly longer, i.e. > lOcm,than the e-folding distance for density, k,-4cm.

Only at the lowest density are they approximately equal, i.e.Z.,~Lr~6Cm. These lengths
are measured at the poloidal positionof the reciprocating probe and thus, inferred SOL

e-folding distances at the limiter, for example, must take into account the expansion of

the flux surfaces from the probe at the outside mid-plane to the limiter at the inside mid-

plane (expansion factor ~ 1.6).

The absolute influxes of deuterium and carbon are obtained from the spectral

intensities of the Da (856.1 nm) and the C II (657.8 nm) lines. In the case of the deuter-
ium influx, it is assumed that deuterium recycles from the graphite surface predomi-

nantly asD2 molecules which are broken down in the boundary plasma by the following

reaction route [7]

D__ D_ --) D +D .

Thus, for each recycled D2molecule,one deuterium atom is produced, which is

assumed to radiate at a known photon efficiency [8].

In general, the determinationof fuel and impurity influx rates from spectral inten-

sities requires detailed knowledge of the electron temperature in the radiating region
because of the 7',dependenceof the photon efficiency [5]. However, for simplicity it is

assumed that the deuteriumatoms and carbon ions radiate from a plasma with the

same electron temperature, namely T,(a). This assumption is reasonable considering
the short mean free paths of these species (~ few cms) in comparison with the radial

scale length of the electron temperature in the boundary plasma. In the case of C II,

detailed LIM carbon transport calculations (see Sec. 5) confirm this hypothesis. In the

case of D_,,although detailed transport calculations were not performed, the D,,photon

efficiency is only weakly dependent on T,(a) [8] and thus the radial location of the radiat-

ing atoms is of less importance.
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The observation point for the D_,and C II emission consists of 5 lines of sight

above the mld-plane at one toroidal location at the centre of bay B, Fig. 1. Global

influxes are thus inferred assuming top/bottom and to_'oidalsymmetry of the interaction

with the limiter. The validity of this assumption for D,_has been verified using the CCD

camera plasma viewing system. As mentioned, there is a regular periodic variation of
the plasma-limiter interaction in the toroidal direction due to the shape of the limiter [9].

This is allowed for, approximately, in the determinationof the absolute influxes. Con-

sidering the errors involved in using a single electron temperature in the photon effi-
ciency conversion and geometrical er_'orsinvolved with the limiter shape, the influx

determinations are estimated to be accurate only to within a factor of ..-2.

The deuterium influx £_ rises somewhat faster than linear from zero at the lowest

density to --Tx1022s-1at the highest. The carbon influx £c appears to pass through a
minimumat moderate density, being greater at low and high density. However, con-

sidering the factor of .-.2 error mentioned above, this trend may not be significant and it
would be more justified to say that the carbon influx is approximately constant within the

uncertainties. At the lowest density no deuterium gas puffing is used, so that the deut-

erium present in the discharge originates from that stored in the graphite limiter surface
before the discharge. Such low density discharges aresimilar to Supershot target

plasmas, where much of the deuterium residing in the limitel"has been purged from the
system (throughthe vacuum pumps) by conditioning discharges [10].

At low density, the carbon influx is approximatelyequal to the deuterium influx.

This is shown more clearly in Fig. 3, where the effectivesputtering yield from the limiter

is given, i.e. Y = Fc/["D. The yield decreases by two orders of magnitude with increasing

density from a value of }'-1 at low density to Y~10-_at high density. As will be dis-
cussed in detail later, the drastic change in effective yield Y is a reflection of the drop in

edge electrontemperature which controls the energies of ions striking the limiter and
thus the sputtering yields.

Figure 2 also shows the central Z,_and the radiated power fraction P,,_/P,o,_Juring

the density scan. The Z,_ is obtained from visible bremmstrahlung emission, lt follows

the effective yield Y, being large, Z,._4.5, at low density and dropping to Z,,z£-.1.3at high
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density. As with the yield Y, z,_is controlled primarily by the edge electron temperature
through ion sputtering yields. The highyield at low density thus producesa discharge
where most o+the electrons are supplied by the carbon influx. The drastic reduction in

yield at high density to Y.-.10-2results in a relatively pure plasma withZ,d-.1.3.

The radiated power fraction Pr_/P_,is approximately constant through the density

range at a level of - 0.5, except at the highest density where MARFEs[11] develop.

The abrupt increase to PjP_,~] that accompanies the onset of a MARFE clearly dem-
onstrates the thermal instability nature of MARFES. The onset of the MARFE also

results tn an abrupt shortening of the electron temperature e-foldingdistance _ with no

change in the density e-folding distance ;L,as measured by the Langmuir probe.

4 LIM Impurity Productionand Transport Code

The impurityproductionandtransportin these dischargeshavebeen modelled
withthe MonteCarloimpuritycodeLIM [12-14]. Thistwo-dimensionalcode usesas

inputthe backgroundplasmaconditionsas determinedinthe boundaryby the probe

and in the centralplasmabythe far-infraredinterferometer(n,) andthe ECE system
(T,).

The code launches carbon atoms physically sputtered by incidentdeuterons into a

plasma grid and followsthe carbon ions within the plasma until they redeposit on the

limiter surface. The redepositedcarbon ions cause sputtering of secondary carbon
atoms, with a reduced numerical weight, which are further followed. This process is

continued until the yield-adjusted weight of the carbon ion is reducedto a negligible

level. Both tile deuteron and the carbon sputtering yields are taken from the semi-em-

pirical sputteringyield formulae in the literature for normal incidenceions [15] (the deut-

eron and carbon sputteringyield enhancement factor TIis not includedin this

calculation, but is derived as a fitting factor as discussed below). Inthe plasma,

parallel-field transport is assumed to be classical and governed by a pure deuteron

background, while cross-field transport includes diffusion D ~ 1m2s-_and an inward
pinch velocity v =-2Dr/a 2. The two-dimensional limiter and plasmapoloidal shapes are

approximated as circles. Results from the code appear in Fig. 4, appearing from the
top, the effective sputteringyield on the limiter Y = Fc/FDassumingno enhancement fac-

tor 11,the required enhancement factor TIin the deuteron and carbonsputtering yields
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neededto fit the model with the experimental Y, the energy radiated per carbon atom

entering the plasma E,_, the carbon ion particle confinement time _;p,and the central z_

of the discharge. The experimental values for the energy radiated per carbon atom E,=_

is simply the experimental value of PrJFc. The experimental carbon particle confine-

ment time _pis determined using the expression _p=< nc> V/Fc, where < nc> is deter-

mined using the experimental z,._values. These are discussed in more detail in the
following sections.

5_5Conversion of C II !ntenslWto Carbon Influx Rate

The experimentalcarboninfluxFc presentedin Fig.2 was derivedusingthe

experimentalC II photonintensityandconvertingto particle influxusingthe photoneffi-

ciencycorrespondingto the electrontemperatureat the LCFS, T,(a). Three possible

problemsmaymakesucha proce_ureinvalid. First,the photonefficiencyis

T,-dependentandthe C II ions radiatedovera rangeof minorradii, i.e. overa rangesof
electrontemperatures,thus it Is not clearthatthe photonefficiencycorrespondingto

T,(a) is a reasonableaverage. Second,someof the atomssputteredfromthe limiter

surfacemay notbecome ionizedto C II, butmaysimplydepositonthe wall,thusreleas-
ing noC II photons.Third,even if the atomis ionizedinthe plasmato C II, it maybe

promptlyredepositedonthe limiterbeforeitprogressesto C III (thetheoreticalphoton
efficiencyassumesthatthe C II lossmechanismis by ionizationto C III).

To ensurethatthe above problemsare notimportantto the simplederivationof
the carboninflux,a numberof checkswere performedwiththe LIM code. The calcu-

latedphotonefficiencyand dependenceon7',of Ref. [5] were employed.The photon

efficiencyfor657.8 nm increasesabouta factorof ~ 10 for the electrontemperature

increasingfrom lOeV to 100 eV. TheLIM codewas usedto confirmthe validityof the

usefulworkingassumptionthat T, at the LCFS,T,(a), is a good approximationto the

averagevalueof 7', inthe radialzone of C II emissionT-,(C//) (averageinthe sensethat
the numberof influxparticlesperC II photonequalsthe photonefficiencyat

T, = T,(CII)). lt was foundthat overthe entirerangeof plasmadensityemployed,that

T,(a),.;T,(CII) to within :t:10%,thus implyingor_lya small error due to this effect;by con-



trast, T,(Clll) (464 nra)and 7",(C/V) (312 nra) exceeded T,(a) by factors of ,-,1.5 and ,,,
2, respectively. Thus, influx measurements based on C Iii or C IV intensities and the

same simple assumption would seriously underestimate the influx.

In addition, the code confirmed that virtually noneutrals reached the walls before

being ionized. However,about 10% of the C. ions promptly returnedto the limiter
before reaching the doubly-ionized state at low density, a percentage which rose to

.-,20% for the highest density dlschargesl Thus, errors are again of order 10% due to

this effect. The calculated photon efftciencles themselves are, however, somewhat
uncertain- sometimes by a factor of 2 or more [5,16]. Also, as mentioned earlier,

further uncertainty is incurred because the global influx measurementsassume top/bot-

tom and toroidal symmetry. The values of F_,.care therefore not expected to be more
accurate than to a factor of ,,,2.

6 Effective Sputtering ,Yield,

The experimental Y in Fig. 4 varies from Y ~ 1at low density, where T,(a)is high,

to Y,//~ 10-=at high density where the edge temperature is reduced. As discussed
earlier, the edge temperature, through its effect on the incident ion energies striking the

limiter, influencesthe sputtering yield on the limiter. The LIM code (without the sputter-

ing yield enhancement, Fig. 4) is able to reproduce the yield at moderateto highdensity

but fails at low density. LIM can reproduce the whole data set if a fitting factor T1is used
to increase both the deuteron and carbon sputtering yields at normal incidence. 11

approaches a value of 2 to 3 at low density, Fig. 4. Under such conditions, the dis-

charge density is maintained almost entirely by the carbon influx, which is predomi-

nantly produced by carbon self-sputtering as the self-sputtering yield TIYcapproaches

unity.

The cause of an enhancement of the sputtering yields at low density is not clear

but could possibly be explained by an increase in the average angle of ion impact on

the limiter surface which may occur when the edge ion temperature T_(a)becomes

larger than the edge electron temperature T,(a). Such a temperature differential at low

density has been inferred from recent JET data [17]. Another possibility, advanced by
Brooks et al, is that the deuterium-depleted graphite surface at low density has a higher

sputtering yield compared with deuterium-saturated graphite, a conclusion based on

7
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detailed modellingof the sputtering process [18]. Recent ion beam experimental results
[19], infact, do not show such an enhancement due to the presence of deuterium in the

carbon. With regard to the former possible explanation, it is presentlydifficult to pursue

this theoretically, and for this reason 1"1has been treated as an output of the data analy-

sis, a fittingfactor, rather than as an a priori computed quantity.
q

Someof the difficulties in realistically modelling the sputtering process are rolated

to our incompleteknowledge of the physics involved. For example, modelling of

sputtering at the very small, glancing angles eBbetween the magnetic field and the

TFTR limitersurface requires an analysis of the sheath structure for Oa< 1°. The exist-

ing models for finite eBcannot be extended to this regime [20,21] while those which
assume eB= 0 [22] give results which are not in quantitative agreementwith experiment

[23]. In addition,surface roughness hasa strong influence on the laboratory

(accelerator-based)measurements of yield at glancing incidence angles [24,25], intro-

ducing further uncertainty.

7 EnergyLoss due to Impurity Radiation

The LIM-calculatedenergyradiatedper carbon atom enteringthe plasma is

approximatelyconstantwith plasma density at Er_~ 2keV, whereas tile experimental
value is also _.pproximatelyconstant but higher, E,_~ 6keV, Fig. 4. "r'hediscrepancy

may be dueto the presence of neutral hydrogen in the plasma which carl significantly

increase the rateof power radiated due to the effect of charge exchange. In order to
test for this effect, charge exchange recombination was included in the LIM code using

measuredcross-sections [26] and deuterium atom density distributions estimated by

DEGAS [27] for the same discharges. For the lowest density discharges E,_ increased

by ,-,50%,with negligible change at the highest density. Chargeexchange recombina-

tion would therefore not appear to be capable of explaining the factor ,..3 discrepancy in

E,_, however,the effect can clearly be significant and uncertainties in the
cross-sections, relative collision velocities, and the neutral deuteriumdistributions could

be affectingthis conclusion, lt should also be noted that the experimental values of E,,d
are basedon a number of independent measurements and assumpfions,e.g. concern-

ing the emittingareas, photon efficiencies, etc., and a factor of ~ 3 is within the overall

uncertainty limits.
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__Carb0n ParticleConfinement Time and z.,,

The LIM carbonparticleconfinementtime, Fig.4, derivedbyaveragingthe trajec-
toriesof the injectedcarbonionswithinthe plasmawas foundto decreasewithdensity

approximatelyas

CP_< ne >

in reasonable agreement with these experimental results and others [14,16]. The
decrease of the particle confinement time with density demonstrates the ability of a

densified boundary plasma to screen impurities from the central discharge. The value

of "cpprovides a direct indication of the impurity screening efficiency of the boundary
plasma and how it varies with < n, > since the cross-field diffusion coefficient D and the

inward pinch velocity v have been kept constant (with density) in the LIM calculation.

Over most of the density range the absolute disagreement between model and experi-

ment for xpis a factor of ~ 2.

The LIM confinement times, along with the experimental carbon influx I"c, are used

to derive the central Z,#in Fig. 4 using

< nc> =lrcxJV [2]

Again, agreement between the LIM-derivedZ,#and the experimental values is reason-

able over most of the density range; however,at the lowest density the experimentalZ,H

is significantly larger than that predicted usingthe derived xp. This just reflects the

difference between the experimental _pand the LIM predicted value. The discrepancy
may be due to various factors such as an underestimation of the experimental carbon

influx rc, e.g. due to unmonitored sources,or underestimation of the inward pinch

velocity. The assumption of a constant value of the cross-field diffusion coefficient, D, is

also to be questioned, see Sec. 13.

9 Localized Impurity Source.Comparedwith Uniform Source

Althoughthe carbon impuritysourcein limiterdischargesistypicallylocalized,par-

allel transport along the magnetic field lines in the boundary can be sufficiently fast that

li
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as far as centralcontaminationis concerned, the impurity source is as if it were

poloidally and toroidally uniform. Under this condition it can be shown [14,28,29] that

the particle confinement time is

"r_ =f[_, + ksot,]a/2D Zi,> 0 [31

Lexp(X,/X,o,.)a/2D X,,.<0

where _. is the ionization depth inside the LCFS (whichcan be negative at high density

since the majority of ionization occurs within the SOL) and where _,so_.is the impurity
density scrape-off length given by

Zsoz,= [D 'rsoz.]ta [4]

where "rsoLis the dwell time of the impurity ions in the SOL. In this section we explore

the degree to which the TFTR bumper limiter can be thought of as a uniform source as
far as central contamination is concerned.

LIM has been used to determine X,.,by averagingthe radial location of neutral ion-

ization. ZsoLhas been calculated using LIM values for the average ,]well time in the
SOL 'rsoL.Bothof these have been plotted in Fig.5 as functions of density < n, >. L_,

decreases with density, as expected, and becomes negativeas most of the ionization

occurs in the SOL, whereas the impurity density e-folding distance _,soLdecreases only

slightly with density. Also shown in Fig. 5 are particleconfinement times as determined

by LIM and using Eqn. 3 substituting the LIM valuesfor 2,.,and ksoL.The LIM-calculated

values of particleconfinement time xpallow, of course,for the actual poloidal non-uni-

formities in influx and outflow and so a comparison with 'rpcalculated assuming uniform-

ity, Eqn. 3, i.e. _, provides an indication of the degreeof localization of the impurity
influx/loss process. Results, given in Fig. 5, show that at low < n, > the impurity

transport is approaching spatial uniformity. AlthoughZ,_,for low density is only ~ 1 cm,

cross-field diffusion is sufficiently slow that the ions can travel along field lines a con-

siderable distancebefore their radial transport bringstllem into effective contact with the

sink action of the SOL. At high density, on the other hand, it is clear that the impurity
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transport is quite localized: _,v is a poor approximation to xpand _. is -1 cm to -2 cm.
Under these conditions, the typical impurity trajectory is confined to the region near the
limiter.

10 Sink Action of SOL plasma

The LIM codewas usedto furtherinvestigatethe natureof the impurityion

removalmechanismsandtheireffectonthe particleconfinementtime (i.e. the central

carbonconcentration)by (inthecode)turningoff,

(A) the deuteriumflowVsoLand electrostaticfieldEsoLalongthe magnetic

fieldinthe SOL

(B) paralleldiffusionDm,alongthe magneticfield inthe SOL

For the dischargeexaminedthe densitywas < n,,> = 1.5x10tgm-3. The LIM-calculated

valuesof 1;pand "_soz.are givenin Table2. Turningoff the deuteriumflowandthe elec-
trostaticfieldinthe SOL removesanynet forcewhichwouldsweepthe impurityions

alongthe magneticfield inthe SOLto the limitersinkandthus hasa largeeffecton_soL

(factor~ 5), buta weakereffect onthe overallparticleconfinementtime1;,,(factor~ 2).
The ionscanstillreachthe limiter,butonlyvia parallel-fieldtransportsimplydueto

paralleldiffusion;however,as can beseen from Table 2, turningoff paralleldiffusion

likewisehas onlya weakeffect on '_p,whereasturningoff bothparalleldiffusionandthe

net forcesonlycauses'cr to increaseby .- 50%. The reasonthata moredramatic
increaseinparticleconfinement(orcentralimpuritylevels)was notfound,despitecom-

pletelyremovingthe parallel-fieldsinkactionof the SOL, isthat cross-fieldmotionis
extremelyimportantfora verylargelimitersuchas the TFTR bumperlimiter.Even fora

low densitydischarge,wherethe impurityionscan dispersealongthe magneticfield

insidethe LCFSquiteappreciably,the limiterlies onlya few centimetresoutsidethe

LCFS overa largefractionof the entirepoloidalextentof the plasmaand is thusan

importantcross-fieldsink. Thiscanbe demonstratedusingthe followingsimplecalcula-
tion;the valueof _soLfor the caseof noparallel-fieldsinkactionwas 1.1 ms; for

D = lm2/sthe radialspreadinthistimeis Z_r~[2D-_soL]'12~5cre,whichexplainsthe strong
cross-fieldsinkactionfortheTFTR bumperlimitersincethe limiter-L.CFSseparationis

onlyof thisorderovermostof the limitersurface.
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.!1 Comparison with Rail Limiter

The results of the lastsection are considerably different than what would be

expected for a toroidal rail limiter (i.e. a flat plate, see Fig. 6) located at the inside mid-

plane of TFTR, assuming the same plasma conditions (the plane of such a limiter would

be in the mid-plane of the tokamak, extending radially out from the inner wall by, an
assumed, 20 cm). Results for this case are also shown in Table 2. As can be seen,

turning off the parallel sink action would now cause cpto increase by a factor of ,-.171
The value of _soL~lSmsgives a radial spread 5,r~[2D-_soL]l_~lgcm,i.e. approximately the

distance from the LCFS to the wall in this hypothetical case.

Comparison of the two limiter'geometries in Table 2 highlights an important differ-
ence between limiters whose surface normal is nearly radially inward, e.g. the TFTR

bumper limiter, and a limiter whose surface normal is directed poloidally (the toroidal rail
case of Table 2) or toroidally (e.g. a flat plate poloidal dng limiter). Comparing the first

case in Table 2, one sees that the TFTR bumper limiter is ,,,2 times more effective at

contaminating the core plasma than a toroidal rail limiter would be. The reason is sim-

ply that an inward-facing limiter directs sputtered particles radially into the plasma, while
side-facing limiters do not. (This aspect of limiter shape has been further examined

experimentally and theoretically in the Impurity Control Limiter (ICL) study on DITE

[30].) The inward-facing limiter, however, provides a larger area for heat removal than

does a side-facing limiter and thus the trade-off regarding limiter shape, is clearly one

between power handlingand impudty control, in TFTR during high power operation
heat removal is of critical importance and thus the limiter design has been optimized for
heat removal.

.12SOL Forces

With regardto the natureof the parallelsinkactionof the SOL, unfortunately,there

are few measurements[31] of the two dominantforces in limitertokamaks. These are

friction(i.e. that associatedwiththe plasmaflowvelocityalongthe magneticfield inthe
SOL towardsthe limiterVsoL)and the electrostaticelectricfieldEsoL;temperaturegradi-

ent forcesare notthoughtto usuallybe importantinlimitertokamaks[14]. Modelsare

availablewhichpredictthe magnitudeandspatialvariationof vsoLandEsoLbutin the

absence ofexperimentalconfirmationtheirreliabilitycannotbe assessed. The LIM
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results presented here assumed that vsoLincreased linearly from zero at the stagnation
point (i.e. at the outside mid'plane on TFTR) to the acoustic speed csat the limiter, while

Esoz.increased linearly from zero to Eso,=-kT,/2.L, where L = _J_oq_,is the connection

length. For a low density discharge, the effect on xpof changing the assumptions about
VsoLand EsoLwere examined. When a simple fluid model, predicting non-linear vari-

ations of VsoLand EsoL[13] was employed instead of the simple prescription above, xp
was found to increase by only 10%. When it wasassumed that Vso_= csand

EsoL= -kT,/2L throughout the entire SOL, t;pdecreased by only 2%. The reason for the
small changes is partially, as already noted, the cross-field sink action, which is quite
important in TFTR. As can be seen from Table 2, however, the parallel sink action is

about equally important as the cross-field sink and so the explanation is more general,

and less specific to the TFTR limiter shape. The impurity ions are mainly influenced by

the value of Vso,and £so_.near the limiter, even for a low density case where the disper-

sal of the impurity ions away from the limiter is greatest. Virtually ali models predict that

vsoL~csat the limiter, hence the small differences in xpcaused by the different models
(also, generally the electrostatic force on irfipurity ions is found to be small compared

with the friction force).

1:_Spatially-VaryIng Transport

On other tokamaks[16] variousexperimentshave indicated thatcross-fieldtrans-

port favours the low-fieldside, i.e. R > Ro.The confinementtime x,_is approximately
inverselyproportionalto the cross-fielddiffusioncoefficientD butthe sensitivityis

almost solelyto the valueof D inthe regionwherethe carbonneutralsare ionized. For
TFTR, this ison the high-fieldside (R< Ro),andsomewhatinsideof the LCFS, particu-

lady for lowdensitydischarges, lt was suspectedthat spatialvariationsinthe cross-
fielddiffusioncoefficientmay explainthe discrepancy,pronouncedat the lowestdensity,

betweenthe LIM-calculatedand experimentalvaluesof %,and Z,#,Fig.4. To testthis
the LIM codewas runwith spatiallyvaryingvaluesofthe cross-fielddiffusioncoefficient

D. For a lowdensitydischargewith< n, > = ].lx 10tgm-3,the plasma was dividedinto

four regionswiththe followingassumed valuesof the cross-fielddiffusioncoefficientD,

(I) inside the LCFS r < a, low-field side,R > Ro,D = lm2s-_
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(11) inside the LCFS r <a, high-field side, R <Ro,D =0.3m2s-'

(111)in the SOL r >a, low-field side, R > Ro,D = 3m2s-1

(IV) in the SOL r >a, high-field side, R <Ro,D =0.3m2s-1

This change causes the LIM-calculated xpto increase from 21 ms, the value for

D = lm2s-t everywhere, to 71 ms, essentially equal to the experimental value in Fig. 4.

The value assumedfor the cross-field diffusion coefficientD in the SOL did not

affect xpsignificantly; also the assumption of D = 3m2s-_throughout the SOL gave about
the same value of xpas for the assumed poloidal-variation, above. The reason for con-
sidering such large valuesof diffusion coefficient in the SOl., however, was to demon-

strate that large e-folding distances X,, Fig. 2, which imply large cross-field diffusion
coefficients, can be consistent with lowD values inside of the LCFS (r < a) on the

high-field side (R< Ro),thus with large values of 1;pand Z,zr.

lt may be noted from Fig. 5 that the calculated values of the impurity e-folding

length Xsoz.are rathershorter than tile plasma e-folding lengths ;L,,in Fig. 2. Unfortu-

nately, no independent measurementsof Xso,.are available, but one might expect

_soz~Z,,,.The _,soLvalues in Fig. 5, however, were for D~lm_s -_everywhere and the
calculated impurity scrape-off lengths can be increased, without sigr_ificantchange to

the calculated Z,_and xpvalues, by assuming large values of D in the SOL together with
small 19values in the confinedplasma inboard of the limiter. This effect was demon-

strated by changing the SOL diffusion coefficient from D = lm2s-_to D = lOm2s-I for a

discharge with < n, >= 1.5x1019m"3,keeping D "= lm2s -1 inboard of the LCFS. The

increase in the scrape-off layer diffusion coefficient actually caused a small increase in

the particle confinement time xp,by ~ 50%, due to the XSOLterm in the numerator of Eqn.
3. The value of Z,SOLwas increased substantially, from 13 mm to 40 mm, approximately

equal to the ;L,valuesof Fig. 2.

While other interpretations of the data cannot be ruled out, the present observation

of high particle confinementtimes xptogether with large e-folding distances ;_.,at low

density, can be taken as further evidence of spatially varying cross-field transport. As

indicated, transport favoursthe low-field side poloidally, possibly due to a ballooning
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effect [16]. With regard to the radial variation of the diffusion coefficient, studies in the

confined plasma on TFTR [32,33], i.e. inboard of the LCFS, have shown that transport

(heat, momentum, particle diffusivttles)increases strongly toward the edge. The spatial
variations found here are thus in accord with other studies.

! 4pirect Compar!son of LIM with the ,SimpleMod.eJ

Alsoshownin Fig, 4 is the comparisonwherepossible betweena simpleanalytic

model [34]with the LIM results;specifically,the effectivesputteringyieldY assumingno
enhancement, the sputteringyieldenhancementfactorTIand the Z,/:, The analytically

derivedY and 11are determinedusingthe followingexpression[34]

rc nY_
y_

ro 1- rl¥c

where YDand Ycare the sputtering yields for deuterons and carbon ions at normal

incidence. The deuterons are assumedto have an impact energy of 57",while the

carbon ions are assumed have a charge state of 4 and an energy of 147',. The analytic

Z,_ is determined using the experimental effective sputtering yield Y and the expression
[34]

<nc>_ yXC
< no > _,O

where Xc_o is the ratio of effectivepenetrationdistances of the carbon and the

deuterium and is assumed here to beconstant, ie Xc/7,o~1/2[34]. In the cases of the

effective sputtering yield Y and the enhancement factor 11,good agreement between the

analytic values and the LIM values is obtained. In the case of the Z,H,even better

agreement with experiment is obtained with the analytic result than with the LIM result.

This ts primarily due to the fact that Z,#is a relative measure of contamination whereas
the LIM calculation attempts to determinethe absolute impudty content of the discharge

which is governed by many factors, including the possibility of poloidal variations in the
diffusion coefficient. The analytic calculation,on the other hand, avoids this by con-

sidering only the relative influx rcfrD taken from experiment and a relative effective

penetration ratio, I.e._/'Lo~l/2.
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15 Summary
i

To summarizethemain experimentalandmodellingresultsof thisstudy:

(1) The experimentalresultsare consistentwithphysicalsputteringby deuteronand
carbonionsbeingthe dominantimpurityreleasemechanism,providedan
enhancementin the normalincidenceyieldsisallowedfor,TI~2.This enhance-

mentmay be due to the edge iontemperaturebeinggreaterthan the edge elec-

trontemperature[17].

(2) At lowdensitythe carbonself-sputteriltgyieldTIYcapproachesunityandthusthe

dischargedensityis maintainedprimarilyby the carboninflux.

(3) The energy radiatedper carbonatom_;_,is constantwithdensitybuthigher

than thatpredictedusingthe LIM code. A small,butsignificantfractionof the

factorof 3 discrepancycanbe relatedto the presenceof atomicdeuterium
whichis knownto enhancethe impurityradiationratethroughcharge-exchange

withthe impurityions.

(4) The carbonparticleconfinementtime t;pdecreaseswithdensityas tpo,:< n, >-_,

demonstratingthe increasedscreeningbythe plasma boundaryas density
increases.

(5) The centralZ_ is controlledto a largedegreeby the effectivesputteringyieldat

the limiterY - 1-'c/T'_,whichinturn is influencedby the edgetemperatureT,(a)

andthe sputteringyieldenhancement11.

(6) At lowdensity,significantquantitiesof impuritiesproducedat the limitercan

spreadalongthe magneticfieldsufficientdistancethattheeffectivesourcefor
the centralplasrnais as if itwere poloidallyuniform.At higherdensity,impurity

iontransportis quitelocalized,withthe typicaliontrajectorybeingconfined
closeto the limiter.

(7) Overmostof the densityrange,the limitersinkactionforimpuritiesisprimarily
dueto cross-fielddiffusiondirectlyontothe limitersurface. Onlyat the lowest
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density, where parallel dispersal is fast, is the parallel field sink action signifi-

cant. This behaviour is significantly different than would occur for a rail limiter,

for example, where the parallel sink action would be dominant. The TFTR
limiter geometry, because it i$ optimized to reduce surface power density during

high power operation, tends to be more effective at contaminating the central

plasma than a rail limiter.

(8) The observation at low density of high particle confinement times _pdespite long

SOL e-folding distances at the outside mid-plane can beexplained by a spatial
variation of the cross-field diffusion coefficient; small on the high-field side of the

plasma and large on the low-field side and radial variation, !arger in the SOL,

smaller in the confined plasma.
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Tableand Flgure...Captions

Table 1 An Investlgatlonof the sink actionof the scrape-off layer as determinedby

LIM for cIIscharge45426 with < n, > = 1.5x101_m-_,assuming a cross-field diffu-

sion coefficient of D ~ 1m2s'1 and an Inward pinch velocity of v =-2Dr/a 2, The

effect of the SOL net forces(vsoL,EsoL)and parallel dlffuslon (D_,r)are shown
as they influence the carbon particle confinement time1:pand the average car-
bon .Iondwell time in the SOL -_soL.

Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section dlagram of the TFTR vessel showing the arrange-

ment of the toroidal graphite bumper limiter, tile reciprocating Langmutrprobe

and the poloidalD_,,C II telescope array.

Fig. 2 Experimentalboundary plasma conditions from the Ohmic density scan

sequence of discharges as a function of volume-averaged density < n, >: the

edge electron temperature T,(a) and density n,(a), the e..foldlngdistances for

electron temperature Lr and density %,,in the SOL at the position of the probe,
the deuterium FDand carbon Fc particle influxes from the limiter,the central

. Z,//and the radiated power fractlon PjP,o,. The linesdrawn through the data
are simplyto aid the eye (i.e. not model predictions).

Fig. 4 A comparison between the experimental boun_taryconditions and predictions
from tile LIM code as a function of volume-ave "ageddensity < n, >: effective

sputteringyield Y -_Fc/Foassuming no enhancr.'len't,in the sputtering yield, the

sputtering yield enhancernent factor 'rl required to fit the predicted yield with

experiment, the energy radiated per carbon atom influx Er,j, the carbon par-

ticle confinement time '_pand the the central Z,.:/.Also shown for comparison
with the LIM results are the corresponding analytic values from the simple

model for Y---.Fc/["D,'q and Z,_.
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Fig, 5 LIM results as a function of volume-averaged denslty < a, >: the average

radial location with respect to the LCFS (i,e. posltlve means Inboard of the
LCFS and negative means tn the SOL) of neutral ionlzatton [,.,, the Impurity

scrape of length as determined using Eqn. 4 and the LIM-calculated value for

the average dwell time in the SOL '_,oz.,the carbon particle confinement time

calculated with Eqn. 3 assuming a uniform influx 'cpuN,the carbon particle con-

finement tlme determined by LIM taking Into account the poloidal geometry _p.
The lines drawn through the data are slmply to aid the eye.

Fig. 6 Schematic diagrams for comparison of the existing TFTR bumper limiter wlth
a toroidal rall Ilmlter.
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Table 1

SOL Assumptions TFTR Bumper Limiter Toroidal Ratl Limiter

VsoL, EsoL D_,. "rp 'r,soz. _,p 'Csor.

(ms) (ms) (ms) (ms)

on on 18 0.19 8.4 0.19

off on 35 2.0 39 4.0

on off 15 0.068 5.3 O.10

off off 28 1.1 140 18
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Particle and Power Fluxes to Surface.s....for a G_l_anc,
]ngMagnetic Field

C S Pitcher*,P C StangebyandJ D Elder

Universityof Toronto,Canada

* Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project

.1!ntreduction

lt Is usually assumed in the design of fusion devices that the particle F and power

P flux densities tncldent on Ilmltersor divertor plates are proportional to the product of

the parallel field flux density and the projected area perpendicular to the field lines, that
is,

r_u_ _r_ coso

Psu_o_Aceo_p_,,,cos 0

where 0 Is the angle between the surface normal and the magnetic field and "par" indi-

cates parallel field fluxes. These relationships may be called the "Cosine Law".

The Cosine Law has been assumed in the design of limiters and divertor plates for

many years and has lead to the use of glancing angles between the surface and the

magnetic field to reduce power densities on critical first-wall components, thus
70° < 8< 90°, In contemporary large, high-powered machinesthe parallel power den-

sities flowing in the SOL can be very large, > 100MWm-2,and thus angles must be made

very glancing to reduce the surface power density to an acceptable level, ie 190- el< 5°.
ITER takes this approach to an extreme with I_-el~l °.

In a recent study on DITE [1], lt was shown that the Cosine Law was not obeyed

for angles 190- el< 3°. In another study on DIII [2], in apparent contradiction, it was

found that the power flux density did follow the Cosine Law down to very small angles,

le 190- el.-0.5°. In this section we present new results on the particle flux to the TFTR

bumper limiter as deduced from D_,,He t and C II emissions measured with the poloidal

II ........... _,................. _,, ...... ii_l=.......,i,, ..... IF "r'=f f_" 't¢IT_''I¢



array and with a CCD camera, The results again show that over most of the limiter sur-

face, where 190-el < 3°, the Cosine Law is not obeyed. In fact, the results indicate no

angular dependence within this range.

2 Experiment

The viewing geometry for the array (Bay B)is shown in Fig, 1 of Section I. The

camera (Bay P) viewing geometry is shown in Fig. 1 of the present section,

As mentlonedin Section I, the toroidal limiter has a periodic structure in the toroi-

dal direction which repeats at each bay, There are 20 such bays equi-spaced around

the torus, correspondingto the 20 toroidal field coils. Fig. 2 approximately shows the

field of view (In the absence of plasma) of the camera, looking from the outside mid-

plane towards the inner bumper limiter along a major radius. Shown on the sketch is
the co-ordinate system used in this section; "z" rgfers to the vertical distance above the

mldplane, while "y" refers to the horizontal distance from the middle of Bay P.

In Fig, 3 we compare the toroidalshape of the limiter at the midplane with the last

close magnetic flux surface (LCFS) to demonstrate the regular toroidal convolution in

the limiter shape. The magnetic field is tangential to the limiter surface at the middleof
the bay while at a distance of .--25 cm from the middle the surface is recessed from the

LCFS by .-,5 mm. With the magnetic field orientation depicted in Fig. 2 and the limiter

shape shown in Fig. 3, we would expected (if the Cosine is followed) that within a given

bay that the interactionwould be most intense in the upper left and lower rightquad-
rants as indicated in Fig. 2. In constrast, the upper right and lower left quadrantsshould

produce weak signals since neighbouring bays should shadow these regions.

.3Comparison of C II Poloidal Array Distrlbutlons wJ.thLIM

In this sectionwe compare C II datatakenwiththe arraywith predictionsfromthe

LIM code. The dischargecondttonswere the same as in SectionI, le the majorradius

(Ro= 2.45m),the minorradius(a = 0.80m),the plasma current(lp= 1.4MA),the Ohmic
powerinput(Pa= 1MW)and the toroidalmagnetic field (BT= 4T). The dischargecondi-
tionswerevariedbychangingthe densitythroughdeL:,":'Jm gas puffing. The rangeof

(volume-averaged)densityextended froma lowerlimitof < n, > ~ ]x 10tgm-3to a high
density disruptivelimitof < n, > .-.4x10_9m-3.

' ,,_lp,r,,l,,ll,,,, rH_ ,, ,,, ,_,..... IpH,. .............. ,,,,, ',n, _.' ,_, , _r,r,,_............. rlp:'qli_','lIIq""P" ",_'"",Irl_,.... _'lhPII 'Pr'_"_'""'lI"lqlI_" " liP": '1'_I" ' "ifip"_'' .,:,_r, ,p_, _ r_", lm,,,1,,iii",



The code input assumptions were the sameas in Section I, ie background plasma
conditions are determined by the Langmuir probes in the SOL and ECE and interfer-

ometer measurements in the main plasma,

Figure 4a,b,c show the experimental array C II distributions, dots, and the LIM
code results for C I, C II, C iii lines for < n, > ~ 1.1x1019m-3 (TFTR shot #45423),

< n, > ~ 2.7x1019m-3 (#45436), < n, > - 3.9x1019t/1-3(#45438), Figs.4a,b,c, respectively.

As can be seen, the agreement between the experimental C II distribution and the

LIM prediction is good in the low density case, Fig. 4a., both for the overall poloidal
width of the distribution as well as the signal level at the mldplane. The overall poloidal

width of the distribution is mainly determined by the radial decay of the particle flux in

the SOL. The signal at the tangency point at the midplane, if the Cosine Law were
strictly followed, should be zero. However, in this discharge, at low density (Fig. 4a),

the finite signal at the mldplane can be explained by the mean-free paths of the atoms

sputtered from regions above and belowthe midplane. This tends to fill in the valley at

the midplane, as predicted by LIM and observed experimentally.

At higher densities, Figs. 4b,c, the experimental C II poloidal width is reproduced

by the LIM code. However, the experimental midplane signal, which should decrease

with increasing density if the Cosine Law were followed, owing to reduced mean-free

paths, actually increases. The LIM prediction follows the expected trend, le the mid-

plane signal decreases with density. The opposing trends are clearly demonstrated irl

Fig. 5 for the entire density scan of Section I.

We thus conclude that at moderateto high density significant plasma flux is reach-

ing the midplane region, a region which, if the Cosine Law were followed, should

receive little flux. The midplane flux appears to increase in importance with increasing

density. At low density, we cannot say whether the Cosine Law is adhered to, since

LIM predicts significant mean-free paths for sputtered atoms which results in a signifi-

cant signal at the midplane.

4 H., He I and C ii Distributions in Supershots

The poloidal array gives only limited spatial resolution for a complicated two-di-
mensional distribution. We have therefore made use of the periscope viewing system
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on TFTR (Bay P) and the newly purchased Intensified CCD camera to obtain
two-dimensional images in/-/,,,,He I and C II light. Figures 6,7,8 give the three dimen-

sional intensity plots,as well as corresponding contour maps, for a Supershot plasma

with Ir = 0.8MA, Br = 3.5T, Rda = 2.45m/O.80m, NBI power PNBt""9MW, A...,2,1,

_,~l,9x 1019m -3, deuterium beams with helium tracer gas-puffing.

The spatial dlstrlbutlons of the three emissions are similar. The toroidal modula-

tion which repeats at each bay'ls clearly visible. There Is some qualitative agreement
between these distributions and what would be expected based on the Cosine Law, le

we expect the Interactionto be most Intense at the upper left and lower right quadrant

and there is a slighttendency for the experiment to show this. However, In general the

distributions are In sharp contradiction to what is expected based on the Cosine Law; for

example, (1) The upper right and lower left quadrants should show little signal due to
shadowing from neighbouring bays whereas the observed Interaction Is much stronger,

(2) The Intensityshould be a minimum In the middleof the bay, where the field Is
approximatelyparallel to the surface, Instead, a maximum Is observed. (3) As with the

observation with the poloidal array at Bay B, the interactionat the mtdplane region

should be weak whereas experimentally we observe a slgnlflcant signal.

_Two-Dimenslonal Analytic Modelling

In this section we compare in detail the two-dimensional H_,pattern with predic-

tions from a simpleanalytic model in which we first assume the Cosine Law. We will
then later demonstratethat only by discarding the Cosine Law carl we get reasonable

agreement betweenthe experimental results and the predictions of the simple model.

We make the comparison with an Ohmic discharge similar to that from Section I:

lp = 1.4MA, BT= 4.0T, Rda = 2.45m/0.80m, Ohmic power Pn...1MW, ff,~3.0x 10Zgm-_,deuter-
Ium gas-puffing. The experimental H,,,intensity pattern is shown tn Fig. 9. As before,

the signal peaks around the middle of the bay (y = 0), significant emission originates in

the upper rightquadrant which should be shadowed, and the mldplane slgnal Is large.

In the analyticmodel the scrape-off layer plasma, as measured with the probe

(T,(a) = 25eV, Lt = 14cm, n,(a)= 8x lOlSm-3,L, =4cm, Xr= 3cre), ts mapped onto the limiter

using the full three-dlmenslonal shape of the limiter (using a CAD program) and the



calculated two-dimensional magnetic geometry, In the main/global scrape-off layer the

particle e.foldtng distance is measured by the Langmutr probe to be Lr = 3cre, Because

of the expansion of the magnetic flux surfaces the correpsondlngvalue at the limiter Is
_,r= 5cm,

The Cosine Law has been used to determine the flux density onto the surface,

Results appear tn Fig, 10, As expected, the flux density Is small at the mtddle of the bay

and the mldplane and virtually no flux reaches the upper right quadrant,

In addition to the maln/global scrape-off layer, there is a "private'*scrape-off layer

that exists between bays on the Innerbumper limiter. This regionarises due to the reg-

ular toroidal convolutions In the limiter shape, In the absence of cross-field transport of

particles, neighbouring bays should completely shadow portions of each other. This is

only partly observed and thus the above calculation has been repeated In Fig, 11 with

the shadow region or "private"scrape-off layer having a non-zeroparticle flux radial
e-folding distance, We have used a value of Lr = 2mm, which Isapproximately consist-

ent with the global value of Xr= 3crewhen account is taken of the connection lengths, le

30 cm in the shadow region betweenbays compared with 70 m In the global SOL. As

can be seen In Fig. 11, the effectof the private SOL ts to Increasethe Interaction In the

otherwise fully shadowed regions. However, the analytlc calculation still produces a
minimumin the middle of the bay due to the Cosine Law.

in Figures 12 and 13 are results from the model with the Cosine Law taken out, le

the flux density onto the surface ts assumed to be independent of angle and proportion

simply to the parallel field flux denslty as specified by the probe. Fig. 12 assumes full

shadowing (no private SOL) while Fig. 13 includes the 2 mm SOL between bays, The

removal of the Cosine Law produces at maximum in the flux density near the middle of

the bay, in good agreement with experiment. Note that we still need the private SOL to

reproduce the significant levels observed in the otherwise shadowed regions.

lt therefore appears that over most of the limiter the particle flux falling on tile sur-

face Is best described as being independent of the angle of the field line with the sur-
face. Such an observation has also recently been made in an experiment on the DITE

tokamak [1],where it was found that for angles 190- el < 30the flux was independent of
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angle, Figure 14 showsa scatter plot of 190- e Iwlu__sacross the limiter face for the
TFTR bumper limiter, One can see that over most oi ltm surface the angle is typically

,.,1o,tn the same range as the DITE experiment,

At angles between the surface normal and the magnettc field of e,-,89°, the Cosine

Law would predict a reduction of the parallel field flux density by a factor of cos89°~,0!7,

At this small level, the cross-field anomalous particle flux onto the limiter surface starts

to become comparable to the reduced parallel flux, The cross-field flux is presumably

Independentof angle over this range and thus the results are consistent with the cross-
field flux dominating the parallel particle flux for most of the Ilmlter surface,

6 Summary

(I) The plasma flow patternto the limiterIsobserved to be very differentthan at

first expected, lt is clear that the usual assumption that the particle flux Is
reduced by the cosine of the angle e between the surface normal and the mag-

netic field is incorrect. That is, the flux density on the surface appears to be

Independentof field angle for most of the TFTR limiter,

(ti) When 19o-el < 3° the parallel-field flux to a surface Is reduced to the point

where cross-field flux becomes significantand even domlnant (as found In [1]),

(iii) A recentpaper [2] on the angular dependence of power flow to the divertor

plates of DIII does not agree with these findings. The cosine dependence of

the power flux is observed. Further work ts required to reconcile this discrep-

ancy,

(Iv) Becauseof the Importance of the cross-field flux to the limiter surface, the
wetted area of the Ilmlter is between 50% and 100% larger than expected

assumingsimple parallel flow and full shadowingby adjacent bays, This

Impliesthat the average limiter power loading is lower than expected during

high power operation,

7Implication

Large, hlgh-powertokamaks have a severepower handlingproblem at the plas-

ma-surface interface. Typically,50% of the Inputpower inmachines llkeTFTR andJET



is exhausted from the plasma in the form of energetic particles stdking relatively small

structures like the limiters or divertor plates, In ITER the exhaust power reaching the

SOL is expected to be ,-,100 MW. lt is normally assumed In the design of these first-
wall structures that the density of exhaustgd particles and power striking the surface can

be reduced to arbitrarily low values by making he angle between the field and the

surface very glancing, A tentative conclusion from this work Is that this arbitrary reduc-

tion may not be possible at very glancing angles, that is, where 190-el < 3°, This may

have very serious implications for the designs of future machines, for example, ITER.

B.f_.!_e._.l:!.c,.e_

(1) G F Matthews et al, Plas Phys Contr Fus 32 (1990) 1301.

(2) G F Matthews et al, Nucl Fus 31 (1991) 1383.
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,FigureCaptions

(1) Camera viewing geometry on TFTR.

(2) The field of view of the Bay P camera on TFTR looking at the inner bumper
limiter.

(3) Toroidal profile of the limiter surface at the mid-plane compared with the last
closed magnetic flux surface.

(4) Comparison of the experimental poloidal C II distribution with results from the LIM
simulation for C I, C II and C II1: (a) low density (b) moderate density (c) high

dens;_y.

(5) Comparison of experimentaland LIM predictions of the C Ii midplane intensity to
peak intensity as a function of plasma density.

(6) /-/,,intensity distribution on the TFTR bumper limiter in Bay P (a) three-dimen-

sional plot (b) intensitycontour plot.

(7) He I intensity distribution on the TFTR bumper limiter in Bay P (a) three-dimen-
sional plot (b) intensitycontour plot.

(8) C II intensity distributionon the TFTR bumper limiter in Bay P (a) three-dimen-

sional plot (b) intensitycontour plot.

(9) Experimental/-/,,intensity pattern above the mid-plane for Bay P.

(10) Model prediction for the particle flux density to the TFTR bumper limiter assuming
the Cosine Law and no particle flux in the shadow regions.

(11) Model prediction for the particle flux density to the TFTR bumper limiter assuming
the Cosine Law and particle flux in the shadow regions.

(12) Model prediction for the particle flux density to the TFTR bumper limiter not
assuming the Cosine Law and with no particle flux in the shadow regions.

(13) Model prediction for the particle flux density to the TFTR bumper limiter not
assuming the Cosine Law and with particle flux in the shadow regions.
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(14) Angle of the limiter surface with the magnetic field as a function of horizontal
position on the limiter.
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Fig.4a LIM simulation

low density < n, >= 1.1xlOtgm-3, parallel transport only i

____C 1(909 nm) __ C II (657 nra) ... C Iii (464 nm)

• experimental C II (657 nm)
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Fig. 4b LI_lMSimulation
4

moderatedensity<n,>=2.7x10_9m-3, paralleltransportonly

___ O 1(909nm) __ C Ii (657nm) ...O Iii (464nm)

• experimentalC ii (657 nm)
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Fig. 4c L!M Simulation

high density < n, >= 3.9x lO_gm"3, parallel transport only ,

___ C I (909 nm) __ C II (657nm) ... C iii (464nm)

. experimentalC II (657nm)
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